Materials in extreme conditions Large scale non-adiabatic dynamics Wave-packet dynamics Electron force field (eFF) Effective core pseudopotential (ECP) High-Z elements a b s t r a c t Modeling non-adiabatic phenomena and materials at extremes has been a long-standing challenge for computational chemistry and materials science, particularly for systems that undergo irreversible phase transformations due to significant electronic excitations. Ab initio and existing quantum mechanics approximations to the Schrödinger equation have been limited to ground-state descriptions or few excited electronic states, less than 100 atoms, and sub-picosecond timescales of dynamics evolution. Recently, the electron force field (eFF) introduced by Su and Goddard (2007) presented a cost-efficient alternative to describe the dynamics of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. eFF describes an N-electron wave function as a Hartree product of one-electron floating spherical Gaussian wave packets propagating via the time-dependent Schrödinger equation under a mixed quantumclassical Hamiltonian evaluated as sum of self-and pairwise potential interactions. Local Pauli potential corrections replace the need for explicit anti-symmetrization of total electronic wavefunction, a wavefunction kinetic energy term accounts for Heisenberg's uncertainty, and classical electrostatics complete the total eFF energy expression. However, due to the spherical symmetry of the underlying Gaussian basis functions, the original eFF formulation is limited to low-Z numbers with electrons of predominant s-character. To overcome this, we introduce here a formal set of potential form extensions that enable accurate description of p-block elements in the periodic table. The extensions consist of a model representing the core electrons of an atom together with the nucleus as a single pseudo particle with wave-like behavior, interacting with valence electrons, nuclei, and other cores through effective core pseudopotentials (ECPs). We demonstrate and validate the ECP extensions for complex bonding structures, geometries and energetics of systems with p-block character (containing silicon, oxygen, carbon, or aluminum atoms and combination thereof) and apply them to study materials under extreme mechanical loading conditions.
Introduction
The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, which decouples the nuclear and electronic motions, constitutes one of the fundamental assumptions for most of atomistic modeling techniques, ranging from first principle electronic structure methods, such as Hartree-Fock (HF) and density functional theory (DFT) for accurate description of potential energy surfaces (PES), to force field methods that enable molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of large scale systems through classical approximations of PES. However, the BO approximation breaks down for systems in extreme conditions where the electronic portion of the wavefunction http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mechmat.2015.02.008 0167-6636/Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
contains contributions from many stationary states (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) , such as those found at extremes of temperature, shock, radiation, etc. which cause irreversible material transformations, fatigue, embrittlement and ultimately failure.
Several methods have been developed to describe the coupling of nuclear and electronic motions, including surface hopping schemes (Tully, 1990) which rely on PES generated by high level ab initio methods, Ehrenfest dynamics with time-dependent HF/DFT engines (Li et al., 2005; Isborn et al., 2007) , and fermionic dynamics (Klakow et al., 1997; Knaup et al., 2003) approaches. All these techniques are computationally expensive and impractical for performing long time scale dynamics of large scale non-adiabatic materials phenomena.
The electron force field (eFF) (Su and Goddard, 2007 ) was developed to overcome this limitation (see Fig. 1 ) and recent improvements to it (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) confirm its scalability and applicability to challenging problems including, but not limited to: explaining electronic phenomena during brittle fracture of silicon , understanding the mechanisms of Auger induced chemical decomposition , characterizing hydrostatic and dynamic shock Hugoniots for different materials (Su and Goddard, 2007; Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011; , and tracking the dynamics of Coulomb explosion in silicon and diamond nanoparticles (Chenard-Lemire et al., 2012) , among others .
Here, we present a formal extension to support higher Z elements in eFF using effective core pseudopotentials, and their validation on C, O, Si, and Al based systems (energetics and geometries) using quantum mechanics.
In the framework of eFF, nuclei are classical point charges and the total electronic wavefunction is represented by a Hartree product of one-electron floating spherical Gaussian (FSG) wave packets, Eq. (1), whose positions,x i , and sizes, s i , are both dynamic variables. 
This representation leads to a rather simple electronic energy expression, hWjĤjWi, consisting of the sum of single-particle kinetic energy and pairwise Coulomb energies. Additionally, pairwise spin-dependent Pauli corrections are introduced to locally compensate for the lack of explicit wavefunction anti-symmetrization. As a result, the electronic contribution to the total energy is evaluated as in classical force field methods. Furthermore, semi-classical equations of motion (EOM) for propagating the electronic wavefunction, as shown in Fig. 1 , are derived from the time dependent Schrödinger equation with a local harmonic potential approximation. The combination of force field like energy evaluation and semi-classical EOM in eFF enables long term and large scale non-adiabatic MD simulations of low-Z systems, as demonstrated in previous work (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) . However, an intrinsic limitation of the all-electron FSGbased eFF described above emanates from the spherical symmetry of the underlying basis functions. For atoms with valence electrons of higher angular momenta, such as p-block elements, the FSG representation misses part of the interaction between the core and valence electrons, due to the absence of nodal structures.
Here, we present in Section 2 one approach to mitigate this problem, in the form of effective core pseudopotentials (ECP). This model form of ECP replaces the interaction between the core and the valence electrons with a potential energy given by their overlap. The corresponding parameters that define the ECP are obtained from firstprinciples quantum mechanics. In Section 3, we show that the resulting ECP formulation appropriately captures part of the missing p-character of FSG valence electrons, which leads to a correct description of complex bonding structures (e.g. multiple bonds and lone pairs) for systems containing p-block elements of the second and third row of the periodic table.
In particular, we demonstrate parameters for silicon, aluminum, carbon, oxygen and binary combination SiC, and example applications using the open source implementation (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) available in the parallel molecular dynamics simulator LAMMPS (Plimpton, 1995) .
Effective core pseudopotential (ECP) models in eFF
The full eFF Hamiltonian, shown in Eq. (2), has a standard description for electrostatic interactions between a set of zero-dimensional points and Gaussian charges which include, nucleus-nucleus (E NN ), electron-electron (E ee ), and nucleus-electron (E Ne ). In addition to the electrostatics, eFF introduces quantum effects through an electron kinetic energy from the Gaussian (E KE ) and a spin-dependent Pauli repulsion potential term (E PR ) between Gaussians (further details can be found in previous work (Su and Goddard, 2007; Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) 
where R NN ; R Ne , and r ee correspond to the inter-nucleus, nucleus-electron and inter-electron distances, respectively, s to the electron radius, and r to the electron spin.
The eFF-ECP scheme presented here requires reformulating and parameterizing the Pauli energy term, E PR , for pseudo particles with Gaussian charge replacing the core electrons and the nucleus, and adjusting the classical electrostatic energies between the pseudo-core and valence electrons (core-elec), nuclei (core-nuc), and other pseudo-core (core-core) particles as, The corresponding functional forms are derived as,
where r in Eq. (4) is the distance between the s-type pseudo-core and an interacting s-type valence electron, and in Eq. (5) it corresponds to the distance between the s-type pseudo-core and the s-type Gaussian representing one of the lobes of a p-type valence electron (see Fig. 2 ). s is the size of the corresponding valence electron, a corresponds to the pseudo-core wave function amplitude, b in Eq. (4) d in Eq. (5) to the pseudo-core wavefunction decay factor, c in Eq. (4) e in Eq. (5) to the square of effective pseudo-core particle size (not to be confused with the core size used in Coulomb energies, in Eq. (3), which is also a parameter). For the s-p case c corresponds to an off-center measure and b to a second effective size that adjusts the overlap amplitude. Eqs. (4) and (5) are derived from the square of the overlap between spherical Gaussians used in eFF,
neglecting phase factors associated with dynamics (one Gaussian representing a valence electron and the other an atom's core set of electrons), with index i ¼ 1; 2 for core and valence electrons, respectively.
The square of overlap between s-type core and s-type valence is given by
For a p-type Gaussian representing the valence electron,
the square of overlap between s-type core and p-type valence is given by
In order to preserve the simple form of the semi-classical EOM in eFF, a spherical Gaussian is used to represent one of the two lobes of the p-type valence electron. Therefore, the center of an s-type valence electron is that of the spherical Gaussian, while that of a p-type valence electron, which is the nodal point, and its offset is determined by s 2 = ffiffiffi 2 p , with the reasonable assumption that the center of spherical Gaussian is at exactly the cusp of the lobe. So, Eq. (9) is recast into
Following the design of E PR / S 2 , two types of ECP formulation can be constructed, Eqs. (4) and (5) are directly obtained from Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively, by defining and replacing with the corresponding parameter variables.
In Section 3 we present optimized eFF-ECP parameters for aluminum (s-s), silicon (s-s), carbon (s-p) and oxygen (s-p) and validate them on example applications. All parameters were optimized against diverse training sets of geometries and energetics obtained from quantum mechanical (QM) calculations of small representative molecules. A two-step parameter optimization scheme was used, consisting of: (1) a genetic algorithm based search to determine the most probable global basin, and (2) a local conjugate gradient based optimization within the local search space of the GA-determined basin in order to remove any randomness in the solution. The GA was configured with tournament selection and uniform mutation over the predefined range for each parameter and evaluation was done via a fitness function of geometric and energetic RMSDs (root mean square deviations) from the QM reference set. Further details on the parameter optimization framework can be found in Jaramillo-Botero et al. (2014) . Table 1 summarizes the eFF-ECP parameters for Aluminum (Al), Silicon (Si), Carbon (C), and Oxygen (O). Al and Si can be accurately described using the s-s ECP form in Eq. (4), i.e. E PRs-s , while C and O require the higher-order s-p form in Eq. (5), i.e. E PRs-p , due to their more complex and dominant p-type interactions, including multiple bonds and lone pairs.
Results and discussions
The core radii were initially estimated by calculating the sizes of corresponding all-electron ions (i.e., Al 3+ , Si 4+ , C 4+ and O 6+ ) with the all-electron eFF, and then optimized to fit the correct electrostatics in the ECP description. In total, 4 parameters were optimized for the corresponding s-s ECP cases, and 6 for the corresponding s-p cases. Hybrid (binary, tertiary, etc.) systems may be modeled using the parameters above, nonetheless, increased accuracy may be achieved by re-optimizing these parameters with QM cases that include all expected interactions. This will be exemplified here for silicon carbide.
Aluminum and Silicon with s-s ECP
The effective core in aluminum is defined as a pseudo particle with wave-like properties, consisting of a nucleus and ten fixed electrons corresponding to the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 6 configuration. This effective core plus three explicit valence electrons (3s 2 3p 1 ) complete the 4-particle eFF-ECP model representation of aluminum.
ECP parameters for aluminum were determined from ground state fcc bulk aluminum, lattice parameters and bulk modulus experimental values (a exp ¼ 4:05 Å and B exp ¼ 76 GPa), and finite aluminum hydride molecules, including those compared in Fig. 3) .
Aluminum clusters constitute an interesting system to understand different phenomena at the nanoscale, such as the effect of higher hydrogen contents. Consequently, we calculated emergent properties for Al n H 3n aluminum hydride clusters of n ¼ 1 . . . 5, including the bond energies as a function of cluster size as shown in Fig. 4 . Angles in degrees, distances in pico-meters, and energies in kcal/mol.
The original all-electron eFF does not capture aluminum hydride bond energies for clusters with more than one aluminum atom (i.e. n ¼ 1), while eFF-ECP accurately tracks DFT with LCAO + B3LYP (Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals method and B3LYP hybrid functional) up to n ¼ 5 in cyclic and linear polymeric structures (see 2). What's interesting, is that eFF-ECP accurately reproduces the planar structures up to n ¼ 5 (because the 3s atomic state behave like a core level due to the large energy separation between the 3s and the 3p states). eFF-ECP confirms the origin of increased stability of these cyclic and linear polymeric molecules comes from the stronger Al-H bonds, versus the Al-Al bonds in the size range (n ¼ 1 . . . 5) as reported by Kawamura et al. (Jun 2003) . Furthermore, we believe it can capture the changes in bonding nature, from p-to sphybridization as the clusters grow in three dimensions and towards a lower total energy.
The effective core in silicon has the same composition as the pseudo-core particle for aluminum, yet with four explicit valence electrons corresponding to the 3s 2 3p 2 orbitals complete its 5-particle eFF-ECP model representation. The ECP parameters for silicon were determined from first principle calculations on small silicon hydride motifs, including: SiH 3 -H and H 3 Si-SiH 3 energies, Si-H and Si-Si bond lengths, bulk lattice constant, and bond dissociation energies for several silicon and silicon hydride compounds (as described in Theofanis et al. (2012)).
The silicon eFF-ECP parameters were validated on emergent material properties, such as ionization potential, Si 2 H 6 rotational barriers, bulk modulus, and yield strength and used to describe the non-adiabatic quantum dynamics during brittle fracture in silicon crystal in previous work . The silicon eFF-ECP simulations reproduce the correct response of the crack tip velocity to the threshold critical energy release rate, a feat that is inaccessible to quantum mechanics methods or conventional force-field-based molecular dynamics (see Fig. 5 ), and describe the crack induced voltages, current bursts, and charge carrier production observed experimentally during fracture. This led to an explanation of how straininduced surface rearrangements and local heating cause ionization of electrons at the fracture surfaces.
Our simulations reveal both local field-induced ionization and thermal ionization as a direct result of fracture, which leads to crack induced voltages across the fractured surfaces. We find that electron ionization is precipitated by the passing of the crack front (Fig. 6a) . Ionized electrons are excited by 5 eV, making them sufficiently energetic to escape the Si-surface barrier (Fig. 6b) . The initial excitation promotes the electrons to unbound states, but they subsequently relax to 4.1 eV above the ground state, well into the Si conduction band. An increase in potential energy causes ionization, primarily via heterolytic bond cleavage across the crack. In rare instances a heterolytic cleavage creates an anion on one crack face and a cation on the other crack face. As dangling bonds form 2 Â 1 surface dimers, the excess electron causes Pauli exclusion clashes with adjacent surface pairs (Fig. 6c) and the ionized electron's radius decreases to reduce it's overlap with nearby same-spin electrons (Fig. 6d) . The spin clashing forces the electron further from the surface and the electron delocalizes (Fig. 6e) . Ultimately it relaxes and settles into the conduction band. 80 AE 10% of ionized electrons are ionized because of local field effects. Table 2 Comparison of eFF-ECP, all electron eFF and DFT calculations on aluminum hydrides (see Fig. 3 
Carbon with s-p ECP
The all-electron eFF formulation performs well in describing saturated hydrocarbons ), yet it is inaccurate for unsaturated systems and fails at describing complex bonding structures, including multiple bonds and lone pairs, among others. Here we demonstrate the use of the E PRs-p eFF-ECP (Eq. 5) to overcome these issues, for the most part caused by increasingly non-spherical character in electrons.
In preparing the carbon eFF-ECP parameters, we set out to: retain the all-electron eFF performance for saturated hydrocarbons, improve the bonding energy of C-C, and enable complex bonding descriptions. To this end, the prepared ECP training set includes geometries for: CH 4 , C 2 H 6 , CH 2 (CH 3 ) 2 , CH(CH 3 ) 3 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 2 and C(CH 3 ) 4 ; and the bonding energy of C-C in C 2 H 6 . Table 3 includes the comparison of optimized results from eFF-ECP with the allelectron eFF representation and experiments.
In general, eFF-ECP improves the dependence of C-C and C-H bond lengths on the size of saturated hydrocarbons. The all-electron eFF predicts a large increase in both bond lengths as the hydrocarbon size increases, while eFF-ECP captures the correct trend. The $10% reduction in the C-C bond length for bulk diamond is one example that confirms this (i.e. it is not part of the training set). On the other hand, the overestimation of C-C bonding energy in ethane is corrected, from 163.5 kcal/mol in the all-electron eFF to an experimentally accurate value of 89.7 kcal/mol in eFF-ECP. eFF-ECP now describes both single and multiple hydrocarbon bonds in a consistent manner, i.e. the bond length decreases as the bond order increases. eFF-ECP also improves the stability of multiple bonds. For example, the hydrogenation energy of a double bond in ethene (not in the training set) is predicted to be exactly the same as the experimental value of 38.2 kcal/mol, while the all-electron eFF value results in 141.6 kcal/mol. Furthermore, rather than the non-planar diradical conformation given by allelectron eFF, eFF-ECP predicts the correct planar conformation for benzene molecule, although with alternating single and double bonds, which is inevitable from the localized nature of eFF framework. Fig. 7 shows a few molecules with conjugate double bonds, all of which are described with correct conformation by eFF-ECP. A more challenging system is the graphite bulk structure, which involves capturing the correct London dispersion energies. eFF-ECP predicts surprisingly good lattice parameters, with a ¼ 2:550 Å and c ¼ 6:943 Å (vs. the experimental value of a ¼ 2:461 Å and c ¼ 6:708 Å). An interesting side effect is that the subtle London dispersion energies that stabilize graphite layers along the c axis is seemingly well captured with the eFF-ECP framework, which is not expected by design, while conventional DFT fails to capture this (without explicit dispersion corrections), as shown in Fig. 8 . This is likely due to multipole interactions, arising from the fact that the electrons, having different sizes for different spins (like in the benzene molecule), are arranged in an alternating way on both sides of each layer and facing sides of two neighboring layers.
To test the non-adiabatic dynamics modeling capabilities of the C-ECP, we applied this force field to study and understand the effect of induced energy excitations on the valence electrons of silicon-hydrogen bonds of a passivation layer in a diamond film, in the presence of an atomic hydrogen gas. The idea being that surface selective chemistry may be achieved via excitation energy transfer from external sources, for example, an electron beam from an electron stimulated desorption (ESD) apparatus, onto resonant modes on the material surface; in the case reported here, the valence electrons that participate in the Si-H surface bonds. A 2 Â 1 dimerized and H-capped diamond surface model slab was prepared and equilibrated to a temperature of 373 K, and subsequently combined with an atomic H gas equilibrated to 15,000 K in a single non-equilibrium NVE ensemble run (constant number of particles, volume and number of particles). Two separate systems were run concurrently, one in which the surface electrons in the C-H bonds were manually excited by a step-function of 5 eV at t ¼ 0 (i.e. to achieve the manual excitation, the electron radii in the Si-H bonds of the passivation layer were reduced from 1.65 to 1.43 Bohr, which is equivalent to an energy input slightly below diamond's bandgap energy) and one in which no manual excitation was introduced on the surface bonds. For the system that was manually excited, etching events were observed within 80 femtoseconds, while the un-excited systems ran for more than 1 picosecond without any hydrogen etching events. The enhanced hydrogen abstraction mechanism involves a surface passivating hydrogen being knocked out by the excitation energy transfer to the associated C-H surface bond electrons from a radical Fig. 7 . Gallery of molecules with conjugate double bonds. eFF-ECP is able to predict correct conformations for all of them. The red/blue colors stand for electronic spin up or down, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
hydrogen atom of the plasma phase. This is followed by a fast recombination of the loose surface hydrogen and the radical hydrogen from the plasma phase into an ejected H 2 molecule (shown graphically in Fig. 9 ).
Oxygen with s-p ECP
One of the prominent features characterizing the chemistry of oxygen is the presence of lone pairs on it while bonding. These have a predominant p-character, and allelectron eFF fails in describing such systems, qualitatively and quantitatively. For example, the all-electron eFF predicts the water molecule to be linear, instead of bent. With the s-p ECP type, eFF-ECP is shown to handle lone pairs smoothly. Interestingly, the lone pair is represented by an open shell like configuration, i.e., the size of electron with one spin being larger than that of electron with the other spin, as show in Fig. 10, illustrated Table 4 ). This is because, in addition to describing lone pairs, we wanted eFF-ECP to describe the subtle coupling between interacting lone pairs and bonding character. We validate that when oxygen atoms forms purely ionic bonds, such as in Li 2 O, the electrostatic repulsion between two cations dominates, leading to a linear molecular conformation; while as the degree of covalent bonding increases, the repulsion between lone pairs and bonding electrons becomes more dominant, leading to more bent molecular conformations, such as H 2 O. Table 4 lists the comparison of optimized geometries from eFF-ECP and experiments, demonstrating the ability of eFF-ECP to describe correctly the trending of oxygencentered angles and thus the subtle response of lone pairs to varying chemical environments. (See Fig. 11) 
Silicon carbide with combined s-s and s-p eFF-ECP
We used GARFfield (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2014) to develop the eFF-ECP force field for SiC tabulated in Table 5 . These were obtained by optimizing the parameters for a p-type carbon ECP expression (Eq. 5) along with our previously published s-type silicon parameters . In this eFF-ECP scheme, both silicon and carbon atoms are represented by a core effective potential and four valence electrons. Since the electrons are represented by spherical Gaussians with a position, size and spin, the parameter optimization for geometries with complex bonding structures is more challenging than that of a conventional force field. We used lower and upper parameter range values between 0.5-3 for the ECP-radius, and 0-100.0 for a; b; c; d; e.
We find that the eFF-ECP force field accurately captures the proper lattice constant for 3C-SiC Zinc blende, 4:3496 Å at 0 K and 4:3551 Å at 297 K. The latter was computed from the radial distribution function (RDF) between (Spanu et al., 2009 ) and dispersion-corrected PBE-lg (Liu and Goddard, 2010) , on the binding curve along the dispersion c axis of graphite. (b) Illustration of graphite described with eFF-ECP. Fig. 9 . Femtosecond electronic excitation-induced desorption of hydrogen from a passivated diamond slab; a hydrogen molecule is ejected after 80 femtoseconds from surface dimer site (indicated by the red arrow). Electrons are shown as pink transparent spheres of different sizes (including ionized electrons in large spheres). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) nuclear pairs and the corresponding coordination number. A 5000 atom 3C-SiC fully periodic cubic unit cell was minimized to a 1e-8 energy difference using conjugate gradient minimization. 100 fs of equilibrated NVT molecular dynamics at 297 K (controlled a Nose-Hoover thermostat) was run in LAMMPS with the eff/cut pair style (JaramilloBotero et al., 2011) to determine the average RDF and coordination number. Experimental results report a value of 4:3596 Å at 297 K (Taylor and Jones, 1960) .
The results for the Si-C bond, and Si-Si-C, Si-C-C, H-C-H, H-Si-H, C-C-Si, C-Si-C, C-Si-Si, Si-C-Si, Si-C-H and CSi-H angles from the different conformers in the training set are tabulated in Table 6 .
In Jaramillo-Botero et al. (2012) we had applied a prior SiC eFF-ECP force field to study the hypervelocity impact (HVI) effects of a nanodiamond cluster on a silicon carbide surface. We found that two distinct heat dissipation domains characterize the thermal transport in SiC during HVI: a stopping domain and the shock wave propagation domain. We bracketed the stopping domain between the time of impact and the reversal of momentum. On the other hand, the shock wave propagation domain is the time the impact shock wave traverses the cell. Energy is dissipated throughout the cell by onto phonon modes that couple with the shock wave. A greater number of electrons are ionized Table 4 Performance of eFF-ECP on geometries of various molecules with oxygen atom(s) (see Fig. 11 in the stopping phase, and energy is dissipated more effectively by thermal excitation of electrons than by phonon excitation and scattering. We re-ran these simulations with the improved force field and the results do not change the original description of the thermal dissipation in SiC.
Conclusions
We have developed an ECP representation in the framework of the electron force field (eFF) that overcomes important problems associated with the spherical Gaussian basis set used, and enables the study of dynamic phenomena in materials exposed to extreme loading conditions (including mechanical, thermal, radiation, and other). Such loading conditions cause excited state phenomena, which can cause nucleation of damage sites and defects at the atomic scale, irreversible transformations and eventual failure in materials. The ECP enhancements to the all electron eFF enable: accurate simulation of higher-Z elements (Z>6), up to p-block (e.g. C, Si, O, SiC, SiO 2 , among others), substantial improvements in the description of multiple bonds (e.g. Carbon) and London dispersions (e.g. graphite), accurate description of lone pairs (e.g. Oxygen), accurate description of complex binaries (e.g. SiC, SiO 2 ), hybrid description of core and valence ionization events, with accurate ionization potentials, in combination with the all electron eFF, modeling the dynamics of large-scale material systems (millions of atoms) subjected to extreme loading condition.
In addition to enabling the simulation of systems with increasingly non-spherical electrons, the eFF-ECP representation leads to a significant reduction in the total number of degrees of freedom and filters out high frequency modes from core electrons. This results in larger integration time steps when solving EOM and enables longer simulation timescales (10's of nanoseconds for systems with millions of atoms in the LAMMPS implementation). The former comes by virtue of removing the high core electron binding energies and the Nyquist-Shannon criterion, more specifically the Nyquist rate, i.e. one must sample at twice the maximum component frequency of the function being sampled. In Jaramillo-Botero et al. (2011) we demonstrated the scalability up to millions of atoms for the allelectron eFF methodology, hence the reduced computational complexity and simplified model descriptions in the eFF-ECP framework guarantees its scaling capabilities. The eFF-ECP together with a fixed-core representation, which freezes the core electrons for elements Z>2, are available along with the all-electron representation in the open source parallel code of eFF in LAMMPS. All the example cases presented here were calculated using this implementation (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011) .
Remaining challenges in eFF include further extension to d-elements (e.g. using angular momentum projection operators), implicit hybridization support, appropriate account for conjugation, and development of new types of ECP with parameters that retain physical meaning. These enhancements will be part of a future publication.
